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1 Introduction

Valency-changing morphology is a phe-
nomenon described for many typologically
diverse languages (Haspelmath and Müller-
Bardey, 2004; Haspelmath and Sims, 2010;
Wunderlich, 2015). Morphological operations
such as the addition of a derivational affix can
have an effect on the number and type of argu-
ments that a verb has, i.e., its valency / argu-
ment structure. This submission quantifies this
phenomenon as it is manifested in verbal pre-
fixation in Czech and German - two languages
in which prefixation is the most productive
type of verb-formation and in which, although
there are individual differences in the behavior
of the prefixes (cf. the fact that German pre-
fixes can be both separable and unseparable),
the addition of a prefix to a verb often has an
effect on its valency (cf. examples 1, 2).

(1) auf
on

etwas
sth.ACC

achten
see

> etwas
> sth.ACC

be-achten
PREF-see

‘pay attention to’ ‘consider’

(2) věřit
trust

něčemu
sth.DAT

> pro-věřit
> PREF-trust

něco
sth.ACC

‘trust’ ‘check, make sure’

The relationship between prefixation and
valency / argument strucutre has been in-
vestigated in both Germanic and Slavic lan-
guages (e.g., Stiebels, 1996; Wunderlich, 1997;
Aldinger, 2004; Ramchand, 2004; Romanova,
2006). German separable prefixes are some-
times called particles, due to the fact that they
can occur separately from the verb and are
therefore analogical to verb–particle construc-
tions such as those found in English (cf. Ger-
man aufgeben ‘give up’ > Ich gebe auf ‘I give
up’, and English give up > I give up). In this

paper, we consider both separable and unsepa-
rable prefixes together. It has been noted that
along with having an effect on telicity and per-
fectivity, prefixes and verb particles can alter
the valency of the base verb, leading to the
addition or deletion of an object, changes in
the kind of entity expressed in the object, and
other types of formal and semantic alternations
(e.g., Zeller, 2001; McIntyre, 2003; Svenonius,
2004; Ramchand, 2008; Dehé, 2015; Toivo-
nen, 2020). The patterns of alternations have
been found to be similar in Slavic and Ger-
manic languages, leading to proposals of a
common underlying structural description for
both (Svenonius, 2004; Ramchand, 2008).

However, the phenomenon is difficult to ana-
lyze using large data. Available valency dictio-
naries are limited in size, tend to include high
frequency items and only have limited cover-
age of prefixed verbs (cf. Lopatková et al.,
2016 for Czech, Schumacher et al., 2004 and
Ziem et al., 2019 for German).

2 Method

To bypass this problem, we use an approach
based on large syntactically parsed corpora.
We used data from the CoNLL 2017 Shared
Task (Ginter et al., 2017, 16GB of web data in
each language) parsed using UDPipe (Straka
and Straková, 2017)1 to extract the formal char-
acteristics and dependency relation tags of the
nominal and clausal dependents of each verbal
lemma, along with the frequency with which
they occur.

Next, we extracted pairs made up of a pre-
fixed verb and its corresponding unprefixed

1The labelled attachment score (LAS) reported in the
shared task’s results is 69.52.
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verb
% with

accusative
object

pref. vs. unpref.

chodit 14.58%
do-chodit 58.14% 43.56%
cenit 22.23%
do-cenit 56.30% 34.07%

Table 1: Percentage of occurrences with the accusative
object for chodit - dochodit; cenit - docenit.
pref. vs. unpref. = difference in the percentage of
occurrences between the unprefixed and prefixed verb
in the pair

dep. rel. form pref. vs. unpref.
obj accusative 5.78%
obl v + locative -2.55%
obl k + dative 2.20%
obl do + genitive 1.18%
obj genitive 1.10%

Table 2: Change in the occurrence of unprefixed vs.
prefixed verbs with a given syntactic dependent for the
prefix do-.2

the dep. rel. = dependency relation tag; obj = object;
obl = oblique nominal

verb from a list of verbal lemmas annotated for
their morphemic structure using large lexical
resources (Žabokrtský, 2022; Kyjánek et al.,
2021) combined with manual post-checking.

For each of the verb pairs, the difference in
the percentage of occurrences with each depen-
dent for the unprefixed verb and the prefixed
verb was calculated (cf. the occurrence of an
accusative object for two example pairs in Ta-
ble 1). These differences were then used to
calculate the average effect that each prefix
has on the number of occurrences of each type
of dependent (cf. example for the Czech prefix
do- in Table 2).

3 Results

The analysis of the prominent differences re-
veals some general patterns across both lan-
guages. In both Czech and German, there are
dependents whose frequency increases due to

2Positive values mean that the prefixed verbs have n-%
more occurrences with the dependent. Negative percentage
means that the prefixed verbs have n-% less occurrences with
the dependent.

the locative meaning of the prefix – for in-
stance, the locative meaning of Czech vy- ‘out’
and German aus- ‘out’ is associated with the
presence of a prepositional phrase including
the preposition z / aus ‘from’. A prominent
pattern that emerged from the quatitative anal-
ysis is that for almost all the prefixes, the pre-
fixed verbs appear more frequently with a di-
rect object in the accusative (cf. Tables 3,
4). This result, along with the fact that the
prefixed verbs are telic and have the perfec-
tive aspect in Czech (where grammatical as-
pect is a property obligatorily encoded on the
verb), is in accordance with approaches that
describe prefixed verbs and particle verbs as
denoting a resultative event with the resulting
state being predicated over an affected entity
expressed in the direct object (Zeller, 2001;
McIntyre, 2003; Svenonius, 2004; Ramchand,
2008; Dehé, 2015). In some cases, the prefix
adds an affected entity and resulting state to an
event that does not previously include it, as in
examples 3, 4.

(3) wohnen
live

> etw
> sth.ACC

ab-wohnen
PREF-live

‘live’ ‘wear sth out by living’

(4) tancovat
dance

> u-tancovat
> PREF-dance

někoho
sb.ACC

‘dance’ ‘dance sb (to exhaustion)’

Aside from the affected entity, the object
may also express other concepts connected to
the resultative event, such as a resultant en-
tity (e.g., singen ‘sing’ > etw er-singen ‘gain
sth by singing’, stávkovat ‘strike’ > něco vy-
stávkovat ‘gain sth by striking’) or quantity (of
time/resources/etc.) (e.g., quatschen ‘chatter’
> Zeit ver-quatschen ‘waste time by chatter’,
pracovat ‘strike’ > od-pracovat osm hodin ‘to
work off eight hours’). The unprefixed verb
may already express an activity directed at an
affected entity, but the prefix adds a higher de-
gree of affectedness along with introducing for-
mal changes - the entity may be expressed by
a prepositional phrase in the unprefixed verb,
while the prefixed verb requires a direct object
(e.g., auf etw treten ‘step on sth.’ > etw zer-
treten ‘destroy sth by steping on it’, řvát na
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prefix
% increase in
proportion of

obj:Acc

# verb pairs
with increase

in obj.Acc
an 10.36% 393
er 9.98% 199
ver 6.64% 518
be 6.15% 327
auf 5.72% 308
ab 5.67% 341
ent 5.66% 141
aus 5.45% 396
um 5.41% 242
ein 5.22% 286
über 3.97% 198
zu 3.75% 252
zer 3.75% 72
ge 1.43% 24
nach 1.42% 172
vor 0.70% 282
mit 0.69% 288
bei 0.48% 26
unter 0.33% 51

Table 3: German prefixes which lead to an increase in
occurrence with an accusative object.

někoho ‘shout at sb’ > se-řvat někoho ‘scold
sb by shouting’). Some verbs of movement
in which the landmark is expressed using a
prepositional phrase in the unprefixed verb ex-
press the landmark as a direct object in the pre-
fixed verb (and the prefix is typically cognate
with the preposition used with the unprefixed
verb), e.g., um etw fliegen ‘fly around sth’ > etw
um-fliegen ‘around-fly sth’, plavat pod něčím
‘swim under sth’ > pod-plavat něco ‘under-
swim sth’. Along with some other types of
structures that were found in the data for both
languages, the high incidence of these analog-
ical patterns where the degree of occurrence
with the accusative object is higher for the pre-
fixed verb supports the claims that have been
made about the similarity of the effect of Slavic
and Germanic prefixes/particles, namely that
they are both able to add an object unselected
by the base verb and lead to essentially re-
sultative constructions (e.g., Svenonius, 2004;
Ramchand, 2008).

prefix
% increase in
proportion of

obj:Acc

# verb pairs
with increase

in obj.Acc
pod 18.35% 67
ob 17.45% 71
nad 12.53% 15
od 11.11% 269
roz 11.04% 282
pře 9.86% 260
u 9.07% 273
vy 8.92% 640
s 8.48% 206
pro 8.45% 250
o 8.42% 226
za 7.63% 442
na 6.33% 357
do 5.78% 209
po 5.45% 328
za 2.73% 436
vz 2.02% 20
při 0.89% 138

Table 4: Czech prefixes which lead to an increase in
occurrence with an accusative object.

4 Conclusion

This approach to investigating changes in ver-
bal valency is advantageous in that it allows
the use of large, automatically annotated data.
The formal patterns which surface as the most
important in the quantitative analysis can then
subsequently be analyzed for their semantics.
An analysis of patterns where the prefixed
verb adds an object in the accusative, which
were found to be prominent in both Czech and
German, adds support to the claims about the
analogies between Slavic and Germanic pre-
fixes and verb particles that have been made
in the literature. Our approach also makes it
possible to quantify and compare the degree
to which these effects on valency are produc-
tive across both languages, as well as across
the different forms of prefixes. Compared to
an analysis based on valency dictionaries, this
approach is advantageous not only because it
allows us to analyze a larger sample of verbs,
but also because no a priori decisions about
whether a dependent is relevant for a verb’s va-
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lency characteristics are made – all dependents
that are present in the data are taken into con-
sideration, and the prominent patterns emerge
from the quantitative analysis.
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